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Abstract—This paper evaluates the present state of the art
of energy-efficient embedded processor design techniques and
demonstrates, how small, variable-architecture embedded processors may exploit a run-time minimal architectural synthesis
technique to achieve greater energy and area efficiency whilst
maintaining performance. The picoMIPS architecture is presented, inspired by the MIPS, as an example of a minimal
and energy efficient processor. The picoMIPS is a variablearchitecture RISC microprocessor with an application-specific
minimised instruction set. Each implementation will contain only
the necessary datapath elements in order to maximise area
efficiency. Due to the relationship between logic gate count and
power consumption, energy efficiency is also maximised in the
processor therefore the system is designed to perform a specific
task in the most efficient processor-based form. The principles
of the picoMIPS processor are illustrated with an example of
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and inverse DCT (IDCT)
algorithms implemented in a multi-core context to demonstrate
the concept of minimal architecture synthesis and how it can be
used to produce an application specific, energy efficient processor.
Index Terms—Embedded processors, application specific architectures, MIPS architecture, digital synthesis, energy efficient
design, low power design.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

HE energy efficiency of embedded processors is essential
in mobile electronics where devices are powered by
batteries. Processor performance has been increasing over the
last few decades at a rate faster than the developments in
battery technologies. This has led to a significant reduction
of the battery life in mobile devices from days to hours. Also,
new mobile applications demand higher performance and more
graphically intensive processing. These demands are currently
being addressed by many-core, high-frequency architectures
which can deliver high-speed processing necessary to meet the
tight execution deadlines. These two contradictory demands,
the need to save energy and the requirement to deliver outstanding performance must be addressed by entirely new approaches. A number of research directions have appeared. Heterogeneous and reconfigurable embedded many-core systems
can improve energy efficiency while maintaining high speed
through judicious task scheduling and hardware adaptability.
In a heterogeneous system, such as the ARM big.LITTLE
architecture [1] smaller cores are employed to process simple
and less demanding tasks to save energy while larger cores
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handle high performance and energy hungry processing when
necessary. Reconfigurable architectures use flexible interconnect, power gating and software control within each core, thus
achieving heterogeneity within the core. Reconfigurable cores
can be configured in this way as either slower, but energy efficient processors, or faster, high-performance cores.. A number
of approaches have been proposed to save energy within a
core. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [2] is
a popular and well established technique where the supply
voltage and the clock frequency are scaled to trade energy for
performance and vice-versa. DVFS is typically implemented
by including voltage regulators and phase-lock loop controlled
clocks in the processor. The architecture is modified to allow
the operating system to select a desired voltage and frequency
through writing data to a DVFS control register. At any desired
performance level, the operating system will put the processor
into a minimum energy consumption mode. DVFS has proved
very effective especially in applications where high performance is peaking only during a small fraction of the operating
time as significant energy savings are achieved. Many other
energy saving design techniques are currently being explored
at the circuit, architecture and even system level. For example
supply voltage in bus drivers can be reduced to extremely
low levels to reduce bus energy consumption. New SRAM
designs are being developed where energy consumption is
reduced to extremely low levels in both the on-chip caches
and the external memories. The architecture of processor cores
are traditionally determined from a compromise of speed,
power consumption, scalability, maintainability and extensibility. However, applications have different characteristics that
require specific hardware implementations to enable optimal
performance and therefore a system should be able to adapt its
architecture to each application scenario. In this paper, we aim
to demonstrate, through the evaluation of present technology,
how small, variable-architecture embedded processors may
exploit a run-time minimal architectural synthesis technique to
achieve greater energy and area efficiency whilst maintaining
performance.
II. OVERVIEW OF E NERGY E FFICIENCY T ECHNOLOGIES
This section presents the current state of research in energy
efficient technologies in multi-core systems for both traditional
power saving techniques and novel technologies including
heterogeneous and reconfigurable architectures. Through the
analysis of present technology, we aim to demonstrate how
a greater performance, energy efficiency and area efficiency
balance can be achieved.
The introduction of multi-core structures to processor architectures has caused a significant increase in the power
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consumption of these systems. In addition, the gap between
average power and peak power has widened as the level
of core integration increases [3]. A global power manager
policy, such as that proposed by Isci et al, that has per-core
control of parameters such as voltage and frequency levels is
required in order to provide effective dynamic control of the
power consumption [3]. Metrics such as performance-per-watt
[4], [5], average and peak power or energy-delay product [6]
are all used to quantify the power or energy efficiency of a
system in order to evaluate it, however properties are prioritised differently depending on the application requirements.
Modelling and simulation of multi-core processors is also an
important process in order to better understand the complex
interactions that occur inside a system and cause power and
energy consumption [7]–[11]. For example, the model created
by Basmadjian et al is tailored for multi-core architectures
in that it accounts for resource sharing and power saving
mechanisms [8].
A. Energy Efficiency techniques in Static Homogeneous Multicore Architectures
Many energy efficiency and power saving technologies are
already integrated into processor architectures in order to
reduce power dissipation and extend battery life, especially
in mobile devices. A combination of technologies is most
commonly implemented to achieve the best energy efficiency
whilst still allowing the system to meet performance targets
[4]. Techniques to increase energy efficiency can be applied
at many development levels from architecture co-design and
code compilation to task scheduling, run-time management
and application design [12]. A summary and analysis of these
technologies is presented in the following section.
1) Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling: Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a technique used to
control the power consumption of a processor through fine adjustment of the clock frequency and supply voltage levels [3],
[4], [12], [13]. High levels are used when meeting performance
targets is a priority and low levels (known as CPU throttling)
are used when energy efficiency is most important or high performance is not required. When the supply voltage is lowered
and the frequency reduced, the execution of instructions by
the processor is slower but performed more energy efficiently
due to the extension of delays in the pipeline stages. The
rise and fall times for logic circuitry is increased along with
the clock period meaning performance targets for applications
must be relaxed. DVFS can be used in homogeneous multicore architectures to emulate heterogeneity by controlling the
frequency and supply to each core individually [14]. Each core
therefore appears as though it has different delay properties
however the architectures are still essentially identical. This
per-core DVFS mechanism is investigated by Wonyoung et al
who conclude that significant energy saving opportunities exist
where on-chip integrated voltage regulators are used to provide
nanosecond scale voltage switching [13]. DVFS can also be
combined with thread migration to reduce energy consumption
[4], [15]. Cai et al cite the problem that present DVFS
energy saving techniques on multi-core systems assume one

hardware context for each core whereas simultaneous multithreading (SMT) is commonly implemented which causes
these techniques to be less effective. Their novel technique,
known as thread shuffling, uses concepts of thread criticality
and thread criticality degree instead of thread-delay to maps
together threads with similar criticality degree. This accounts
for SMT when implementing DVFS and thread migration
and achieves energy savings of up to 56% without impeding
performance at all.
2) Clock Gating and Clock Distribution: Clock gating is a
process, applied at the architectural design phase, to insert
additional logic between the clock source and clock input
of the processor’s circuitry. During program execution, it
reduces power consumption by logically disconnecting the
clock of synchronous logic circuits to prevent unnecessary
switching. Classed as a Dynamic Power Management (DPM)
technique, as it is applied at run-time along with other
techniques such as thread scheduling and DVFS to optimise
the power/performance trade-off of a system [12]. The clock
gating and distribution techniques implemented by Qualcomm
in the Hexagon processor are analysed by Bassett et al on
their ability to improve the energy efficiency of a digital
signal processors (DSP) [16]. A low power clock network
is implemented using multi-level clock gating strategies and
spine-based clock distribution. The 4 levels of clock gating
allows different size regions of the chip to be deactivated,
from entire cores down to single logic cells. Further power
reduction is achieved through a structured clock tree that aims
to minimise the power consumed in distributing the clock
signal across the chip whilst avoiding clock skew and delay.
The clock tree structure (CTS) examined by Bassett et al is
tested to give a 2 time reduction in skew over traditional
CTS while power tests show reductions in power consumption
by 8% for high-activity and over 35% for idle mode. Large
portions of the chip will spend the majority of their time in
idle more therefore high efficiency in this mode is critical.
3) Power Domains: Power domains are regions of a system
or processor that are controlled from a single supply and
can be completely powered down in order to minimise power
consumption without entirely removing the power supply to
the system. Power domains can be used dynamically and
when used in conjunction with clock gating, lead to further
improvements in energy efficiency. The ARM Cortex-A15
MPCore processor supports multiple power domains both for
the core and for the surrounding logic [17]. Figure 1 shows
these domains, labelled Processor and Non-Processor, that
allow large parts of the processor to be deactivated. Smaller
internal domains, such as CK GCLKCR, are implemented to
allow smaller sections to be deactivated for finer performance
and power variations.
Power domains are often coupled with power modes as a
means of switching on or off several power domains in order
to enter low power, idle or shutdown states. The Cortex-A15
features multiple power modes with specific power domain
configurations such as Dormant mode, where some Debug and
L2 cache logic is powered down but the L2 cache RAMs are
powered up to retain their state, or Powerdown mode where
all power domains are powered down and the processor state
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Fig. 1. The ARM Cortex-A15 features multiple power domains for the core
and surrounding logic, reprinted from [17].

Fig. 2. Per-core power domains can provide reduce power consumption and
higher performance levels, reprinted from [18].

is lost [17]. In multi-core architectures, power domains can be
used to power down individual cores when idle or during nonparallel tasks in order to manage power consumption. Sinkar
et al [18] and Ghasemi et al [19] present low-cost, per-core
voltage domain solutions in order to improve performance in
power-constrained processors. Figure 2 shows how Sinkar’s
mechanism can provide reduced chip power consumption but
maintain per-core performance. In (a), a chip-wide power
domain is shown with all cores active at the same level. In
contrast, (b) shows a per-core power domain which allows
unnecessary cores to be powered down and active cores to
provide a higher performance level while still reducing the
overall chip power level.
In the work by Rotem et al [20], topologies containing
multiple clock, voltage and frequency domains are investigated
in order to build a high-end chip multiprocessor (CMP) considering both power constraints and performance demands. These
domains are controlled using DVFS techniques in connection
with clock gating and are exercised by simulating power
supply constrains. Results showed that multiple power domains can be beneficial for fully threaded applications whereas
a single power domain is more suitable for light-threaded
workloads. Power domains can be linked to DVFS techniques
if the domain contains multiple voltage levels. Per-core power
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domains therefore enables per-core DVFS control such that
each core can exploit run-time performance variations in multithreaded applications [13], [18], [20].
4) Pipeline Balancing: Pipeline balancing (PLB) is a technique used to dynamically adjust the resources of the pipeline
of a processor such that it retains performance while reducing
power consumption [21]. The delay constraints on microarchitectural pipeline stages can be modified in order to make
them more power efficient, in a similar way to DVFS, when
the performance demand of the application is relaxed [22]. In
work by Bahar et al, PLB operates in response to instruction
per cycle (IPC) variations within a program [21]. The PLB
mechanism dynamically reduces the issue width of the pipeline
to save power or increases it to boost throughput. An 8wide issue pipeline that has its unified issue queue divided
into a left and right arbiter, separate left and right register
files and functional units. A control unit is included can
deactivate the right arbiter and its functional units to allow the
pipeline to enter a low power mode. They show that this PLB
technique can reduce power consumption of the issue queue
and execution unit by up to 23% and 13% respectively with
only an average performance loss of 1% to 2% [21]. Power
Balanced pipelines is a concept in which the power disparity
of pipeline stages is reduced by assigning different delays to
each microarchitectural pipe stage while guaranteeing a certain
level of performance/throughput [22]. In a similar fashion
to [21], the concept uses cycle time stealing to redistribute
cycle time from low power stages to stages that can perform
more efficiently if given more time. Static power balancing is
performed during design time to identify power heavy circuitry
in pipe stages for which consumption remains fairly constant
for different programs and reallocate cycle time accordingly.
Dynamic power balancing is implemented on top of this to
manage power fluctuations within each workload and further
reduce the total power cost. Balancing of power rather than
delay can result in a 46% power consumption reduction by the
processor with no loss in throughput for a FabScalar processor
over a baseline comparison. Power savings are also greater at
lower frequencies.
5) Caches and Interconnects: It is not only the design of the
processor’s internal circuitry that is important in maintaining
energy efficiency. Kumar et al conclude, from a paper examining the interconnections in multi-core architectures, that
careful co-design of the interconnect, caches and the processor
cores is required to achieve high performance and energy
efficiency [23]. Through several theoretical examples, they
examine parameters such as the area, power and bandwidth
costs required to implement the processor-cache interconnect,
showing that large caches sizes can constrain the interconnect’s
size and large interconnects can be power-hungry and inefficient. Zeng et al also recognise the high level of integration
that is inherent in CMPs and attempt to reduce the interconnect
power consumption by developing a novel cache coherence
protocol [24]. Using their technique, results show that an
average of 16.3% of L2 cache accesses could be optimised
and as every access consumes time and power, an average
9.3% power reduction is recorded while increasing system
performance by 1.4%.
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B. Energy Efficiency techniques in Heterogeneous Multi-core
Architectures
A heterogeneous or asymmetric multi-core architecture is
composed of cores of varying size and complexity which are
designed to compliment each other in terms of performance
and energy efficiency [6]. A typical system will implement a
small core to process simple tasks, in an energy efficient way,
while a larger core provides higher performance processing
for when computationally demanding tasks are presented.
The cores represent different points in the power/performance
design space and significant energy efficiency benefits can be
achieved by dynamically allocating application execution to
the most appropriate core [25]. A task matching or switching
system is also implemented to intelligently assign tasks to
cores; balancing a performance demand against maintaining
system energy efficiency. These systems are particularly good
at saving power whilst handling a diverse workload where fluctuations of high and low computational demand are common
[26].
A heterogeneous architecture can be created in many different ways and many alternative have been developed due
to the heavy research interest in this area. Modifications to
general purpose processors, such as asymmetric core sizes
[11], custom accelerators [27], varied caches sizes [14] and
heterogeneity within each core [5], [28], have all been demonstrated to introduce heterogeneous features into a system.
One of the most prominent and successful heterogeneous
architectures to date is the ARM big.LITTLE system. This
is a production example of a heterogeneous multiprocessor
system consisting of a compact and energy efficient “LITTLE”
Cortex-A7 processor coupled with a higher performance “big”
Cortex-A15 processor [26]. The system is designed with the
dynamic usage patterns of modern smart phones in mind
where there are typically periods of high intensity processing
followed by longer periods of low intensity processing [29].
Low intensity tasks, such as texting and audio, can be handled
by the A7 processor enabling a mobile device to save battery
life. When a period of high intensity occurs, the A15 processor
can be activated to increase the system’s throughput and meet
tighter performance deadlines. A power saving of up to 70%
is advertised for a light workload, where the A7 processor
can handle all of the tasks, and a 50% saving for medium
workloads where some tasks will require allocation to the A15
processor.
Kumar et al present an alternative implementation where
two architectures from the Alpha family, the EV5 and EV6,
are combined to be more energy and area efficient than a
homogeneous equivalent [6], [25]. They demonstrate that a
much higher throughput can be achieved due to the ability of a
heterogeneous multi-core architecture to better exploit changes
in thread-level parallelism as well as inter- and intra- thread
diversity [6]. In [25], they evaluate the system in terms of its
power efficiency indicating a 39% average energy reduction
for only a 3% performance drop [25].
Composite Cores is a microarchitectural design that reduces the migration overhead of task switching by bringing
heterogeneity inside each individual core [28]. The design

Fig. 3. The microarchitecture for Composite Cores, featuring two µEngines,
reprinted from [28].

contains 2 separate backend modules, called µEngines, one
of which features a deeper and more complex out-of-order
pipeline, tailored for higher performance, while the other
features a smaller, compact in-order pipeline designed with
energy efficiency in mind. Figure Due to the high level of
hardware resource sharing and the small µEngine state, the
migration overhead is brought down from the order of 20,000
instructions to 2000 instructions. This greatly reduces the
energy expenditure associated with migration and also allows
more of the task to be run in an efficient mode. Their results
show that the system can achieve an energy saving of 18%
using dynamic task migration whilst only suffering a 5%
performance loss.
Using both a heterogeneous architecture and hardware reconfiguration, a technique called Dynamic Core Morphing
(DCM) is developed by Rodrigues et al to allow the shared
hardware of a few tightly coupled cores to be morphed at runtime [5]. The cores all feature a baseline configuration but
reconfiguration can trigger the re-assignment of high performance functional units to different cores to speed up execution.
The efficiency of the system can lead to performance per watt
gains of up to 43% and an average saving of 16% compared
to a homogeneous static architecture.
The energy efficiency benefits of heterogeneity can only be
exploited with the correct assignment of tasks or applications
to each core [7], [10], [30]–[32]. Tasks must be assigned in
order to maximise energy efficiency whilst ensuring performance deadlines are met. Awan et al perform scheduling in
two phases to improve energy efficiency; task allocation to
minimise active energy consumption and exchange of higher
energy states to lower, more energy efficient sleep states [7].
Alternatively, Calcado et al propose division of tasks into mthreads to introduce fine-grain parallelism below thread level
[33]. Moreover, Saha et al include power and temperature
models into an adaptive task partitioning mechanism in order
to allocate task according to their actual utilisations rather than
based on a worst case execution time [10]. Simulation results
confirm that the mechanism is effective in minimising energy
consumption by 55% and reduces task migrations by 60% over
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alternative task partitioning schemes.
Tasks assignment can also be performed in response to program phases which naturally occur during execution when the
resource demands of the application change. Phase detection
is used by Jooya and Analoui to dynamically re-assigning
programs for each phase to improve the performance and
power dissipation of heterogeneous multi-core processors [31].
Programs are profiled in dynamic time intervals in order to
detect phase changes. Sawalha et al also propose an online
scheduling technique that dynamically adjusts the programto-core assignment as application behaviour changes between
phases with an aim to maximise energy efficiency [32].
Simulated evaluation of the scheduler shows energy saving
of 16% on average and up to 29% reductions in energy-delay
product can be achieved as compared to static assignments.
C. Energy Efficiency techniques in Reconfigurable Multi-core
Architectures
Reconfigurability is another property that has the potential
to increase the energy and area efficiency of processors and
systems on chip by introducing adaptability and hardware flexibility into the architecture. Building on the innovations that
heterogeneous architectures bring, reconfigurable architectures
aim to achieve both energy efficiency and high performance
but within the same processor and therefore meet the requirements of many embedded systems. The flexible heterogeneous
Multi-Core processor (FMC) is an example of the fusion of
these two architectures that can deliver both a high throughput
for uniform parallel applications and high performance for
fluctuating general purpose workloads [34]. Reconfigurable
architectures are dynamic, adjusting their complexity, speed
and performance level in response to the currently executing
application. With this property in mind, we disregard systems
that are statically reconfigurable but fixed while operating,
such as traditional FPGAs, considering only architectures that
are run-time reconfigurable.
1) Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration: FPGA manufacturers such as Xilinx and Altera now offer a mechanism
called Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) [35] or SelfReconfiguration (DPSR) [36] to enable reconfiguration during
run-time of the circuits within an FPGA, allowing a region
of the design to change dynamically while other areas remain
active [37]. The FPGA’s architecture is partitioned into a static
region consisting of fixed logic, control circuits and an embedded processor that control and monitor the system. The rest
of the design space is allocated to a dynamic/reconfigurable
region containing a reconfigurable logic fabric that can be
formed into any circuit whenever hardware acceleration is
required.
PDR/PDSR presents energy efficiency opportunities over
fixed architectures. PDR enables the system to react dynamically to changes in the structure or performance and power
constraints of the application, allowing it to address inefficiencies in the allocation of resources and more accurately
implement changing software routines as dynamic hardware
accelerators [35]. These circuits can then be easily removed
or gated when they are no longer required to reduce power
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consumption [38]. PDR can also increase the performance
of an FPGA based system because it permits the continued
operation of portions of the dynamic region unaffected by reconfiguration tasks. Therefore, it allows multiple applications
to be run in parallel on a single FPGA [36]. This property
also improves the hardware efficiency of the system as, where
separate devices were required, different tasks can now be
implemented on a single FPGA, reducing power consumption
and board dimensions. In addition, PDR reduces reconfiguration times due to the fact that only small modification are
made to the bitstream over time and the entire design does not
need to be reloaded for each change.
A study into the power consumption patterns of DPSR programming was conducted by Bonamy et al [9] to investigate
to what degree the sharing of silicon area between multiple
accelerators will help to reduce power consumption. However,
many parameters must be considered to assess whether the
performance improvement outweighs preventative factors such
as reconfiguration overhead, accelerator area and idle power
consumption and as such any gain can be difficult to evaluate.
Their results show complex variations in power usage at
different stages during reconfiguration that is dependent on
factors like the previous configuration and the contents of
the configured circuit. In response to these experiments, three
power models are proposed to help analyse the trade-off
between implementing tasks as dynamically reconfigurable, in
static configuration or in full software execution.
Despite clear benefits, several disadvantages become apparent with this form of reconfigurable technology. As was
shown above, the power consumption overhead associated
with programming new circuits can effectively imposed a
minimum size or usage time on circuits for implementation
to be validated. In addition, a baseline power and area cost
is also always created due to the large static region which
continuously consumes power and can contain unnecessary
hardware. Finally, the FPGA interconnect reduces the speed
and increases the power consumption of the circuit compared
to an ASIC implementation because of an increased gate count
required to give the system flexibility.
2) Composable and Partitionable Architectures: Partitioning and composition are techniques employed by some dynamically reconfigurable systems to provide adaptive parallel granularity [39]. Composition involves synthesising a larger logical
processor from smaller processing elements when higher performance computation or greater instruction or thread level
parallelism (ILP or TLP) is required. Partitioning on the other
hand will divide up a large design in the most appropriate
way and assign shared hardware resources to individual cores
to meet the needs of an application.
Composable Lightweight Processors (CLP) is an example of a flexible architectural approach to designing a Chip
Multiprocessor (CMP) where low-power processor cores can
be aggregated together dynamically to form larger singlethreaded processors [39]. The system has an advantage over
other reconfigurable techniques in that there are no monolithic structure spanning the cores which instead communicate
using a microarchitectural protocol. In tests against a fixedgranularity processor, the CLP has been shown to provide a
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42% performance improvement whilst being on average 3.4
times as area efficient and 2 times as power efficient.
Core Fusion is a similar technique to CLP in that it allows
multiple processors to be dynamically allocated to a single
instruction window and operated as if there were one larger
processor [40]. The main difference from CLP is that Core
Fusion operates on conventional RISC or CISC ISAs giving
it an advantage over CLP in terms of compatibility. However,
this also requires that the standard structures in these ISAs are
present and so can limit the scalability of the architecture.
3) Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Array Architectures:
Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) architectures
represent an important class of programmable system that
act as an intermediate state between fixed general purpose
processors and fine-grain reconfigurable FPGAs. They are
designed to be reconfigurable at a module or block level rather
than at the gate level in order to trade-off flexibility for reduced
reconfiguration time [41].
One example of a CGRA designed with energy efficiency as
the priority is the Ultra Low Power Samsung Reconfigurable
Processor (ULP-SRP) presented by Changmoo et al [42].
Intended for biomedical applications as a mobile healthcare
solution, the ULP-SRP is a variation of the ADRES processor
[43] and uses 3 run-time switch-able power modes and automatic power gating to optimise the energy consumption of
the device. Experimental results when running a low power
monitoring application show a 46.1% energy consumption
reduction compared to previous works.
III. C ASE S TUDY - PICO MIPS
In this section, we present the picoMIPS architecture as
an example of a minimal and energy efficient processor
implementation. The key points of the architecture will be
described and evaluated, showing how it is a novel concept in
minimal architecture synthesis. Developments are proposed to
the architecture, that can improve performance and maintain
energy efficiency, using the technologies described in the
previous section.
The picoMIPS architecture is foremost a RISC microprocessor with a minimised instruction set architecture (ISA).
Each implementation will contain only the necessary datapath
elements in order to maximise area efficiency as the priority.
For example, the instruction decoder will only recognise
instructions that the user specifies and the ALU will only
perform the required logic or arithmetic functions. Due to
the proportionality between logic gate count and power consumption, energy efficiency is also maximised in the processor
therefore the system is designed to perform a specific task in
the most efficient processor-based form.
By synthesising the picoMIPS as a microprocessor, a baseline configuration is established upon which functionality can
be added or removed, in the form of instructions or functions,
while incurring only minimal changes to the area consumption
of the design. If the task was implemented as a specific
dedicated hardware circuit, any changes to the functionality
could have a large influence on the area consumption of
the design. Figure 4 shows an example configuration for the

picoMIPS which can accommodate the majority of the simple
RISC instructions. It is a Harvard architecture, with separate
program and data memories, although the designer may choose
to exclude a data memory entirely. The user can also specify
the widths of each data bus to avoid unnecessary opcode bits
from wasting logic gates.
The principles of the picoMIPS processor have been implemented in a few projects to demonstrate the concept of
minimal architecture synthesis and how it can be used to
produce an application specific, energy efficient processor. The
discrete cosine transform (DCT) algorithm, a stage in JPEG
compression, was synthesised into a processor architecture
based on the picoMIPS concept. The resulting processor was
more area efficient than a GPP due to the removal of unnecessary circuitry however its functionality was also reduced
to performing only those functions which appear in the DCT
algorithm. The processor can also be compared to a dedicated
ASIC hardware implementation of the DCT algorithm. An
ASIC implementations have a much higher performance and
throughput of data however this is at the cost of area and
energy efficiency. The picoMIPS therefore represents a balance
between the two, sacrificing some performance for area and
energy efficiency benefits.
The picoMIPS has also been implemented to perform the
DCT and inverse DCT (IDCT) in a multi-core context [44]. A
homogeneous architecture was deployed with the same single
core structure, as in figure 4, being replicated 3 times. The
cores are connected via a data bus to a distribution module as
shown in figure 5 where block data is transferred to each core
in turn. This structure theoretically triples the throughput of
the system as it can process multiple data blocks in parallel.
As a microprocessor architecture, the picoMIPS can implement many of the technologies discussed in section II
in order to improve energy efficiency. Clock gating, power
domains and DVFS will all benefit the system however the
area overhead of implementing them must first be considered
as necessary. Pipeline balancing and caching can be integrated
into more complex picoMIPS architectures however these are
performance focused improvements and so are not priorities
in the picoMIPS concept. The expansion of the system to
multi-core is also one that can be employed to improve
performance. Moreover, a heterogeneous architecture could
be implemented to allow the picoMIPS to process multiple
different applications simultaneously using several tailored
ISAs. Reconfigurability can also be applied to picoMIPS to
create an architecture which can be specific to each application
that is executed, effectively creating a general purpose yet application specific processor. This property would require runtime synthesis algorithms to detect and develop the instructions
and functional units that are required, before executing the
application.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A new concept of variable-architecture application-specific
approach to embedded processor design has been presented.
Over the past few decades, the trend in processor architectures,
has evolved from single core to homogeneous multi-core and
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Fig. 4. An example implementation of the picoMIPS architecture.

Fig. 5. A Multi-core implementation of the picoMIPS architecture, reprinted
from [44].

into heterogeneous multi-core at the present. The proposed
approach lends itself easily to a multi or many core architecture design where the performance is improved by enabling the
simultaneous execution of threads independently on each core.
The basic core design, of a core datapath and accelerators,
may be replicated many times and integrated with some form
of interconnect. This may form a homogeneous many-core
processor, as all the cores are identical when no accelerators
are connect. However, the variable-architecture processor is
classed as a heterogeneous many-core processor due to the
ability of run-time reconfiguration to make each core specific
to the particular application that is currently executing on it
during normal operation. Moreover, per-core DVFS controls
can further differentiate each core using fine grain voltage and
frequency adjustments that will affect the power consumption
and performance of the core.
In addition to per-core DVFS control, an even finer granularity of control could be permitted through the use of
per-accelerator DVFS controls. This links in with the peraccelerator power domains feature which is the first step

towards DVFS control. This allows a range of operating modes
for each accelerator to allow fine tuning of the systems energy
consumption. Accelerators which feature in critical paths of
the architecture could be run at higher DVFS levels in order
to reduce their latency.
The core level in a many-core system is the smallest duplicative region of the design featuring individual cores that contain
their own core datapath and application specific accelerators.
An intermediate layer of shared accelerators is implemented
to allow neighbouring cores to share accelerators should they
required additional hardware support. This approach is similar
to core morphing, where cores are weak and strong in the
execution of different instruction types. These levels can also
form the basis for power domains so that a multi-level power
control system can be implemented to allow fine grain control
of the power consumption of the chip.
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